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Abstract
A brief overview about the use of carbon materials as 
metal free ozonation catalysts is presented. Carbon 
materials (activated carbons, carbon xerogels, carbon 
nanofibers and carbon nanotubes) have been shown 
to be active catalysts in the ozonation of a wide range 
of organic pollutants. Carbon materials with surface 
basic properties (i.e. high electron density) and with 
large pores are the most promising for this process. 

Resumen
En el presente trabajo se resume brevemente el 
uso de materiales de carbón como catalizadores 
libres de metales en el proceso de ozonización. Los 
materiales de carbón (carbones activados, xerogeles 
de carbón, nanofibras y nanotubos de carbono) han 
mostrado ser catalizadores activos para una gran 
variedad de contaminantes orgánicos en dicho 
proceso, siendo los más adecuados aquellos con 
propiedades superficiales básicas (alta densidad 
electrónica) y con mayor tamaño de poros.

1. Ozone reactivity in water
The high reactivity of ozone can be attributed to the 
electronic configuration of the molecule. The two 
extreme forms of resonance structures of ozone 
molecule are illustrated in Figure 1. The absence of 
electrons in one of the terminal oxygen atoms in some 
of the resonance structures confirms the electrophilic 
nature of ozone. Conversely, the excess negative 
charge present in some other oxygen atom imparts a 
nucleophilic character to the molecule [1, 2].

Figure 1. Resonance structures of the ozone molecule. Adapted 
from [1].
Figura 1. Estructuras de resonancia de la molécula de ozono [1]. 
Adaptado de [1].

Ozone has one of the highest standard redox 
potential (2.07 V), only lower than those of fluorine 
(3.06 V), hydroxyl radical (2.80 V) and atomic oxygen 
(2.42 V). Because of its high standard redox potential, 
the ozone molecule has a high capacity to react with 
numerous compounds by means of redox reactions. 
Some of these reactions occur by explicit electron 
transfer, while most of them occur by oxygen transfer 
from the ozone molecule to the other reactant [1, 2].

The stability of ozone in water largely depends on the 
water matrix, especially its pH, temperature, chemical 
composition (such as, the presence of natural organic 
matter (NOM) and bicarbonate/carbonate ions) [3].

Ozone reactions in water can be classified as direct 

and indirect reactions, as presented in Figure 2. 
Direct reactions occur between ozone molecules and 
other chemical species (M), while indirect reactions 
are those between the HO• radicals (formed from 
the decomposition of ozone or from other direct 
ozone reactions) and compounds present in water. 
In contrast to other conventional oxidant species, 
hydroxyl radicals are capable to completely oxidise 
(i.e. mineralise) even the less reactive pollutants. 
They react non-selectively with organic compounds, 
mainly by means of electrophilic addition to 
unsaturated bonds, addition to aromatic rings, 
abstraction of hydrogen or by electron transfer. The 
rate constants of most reactions between HO• and 
organic species are usually in the order of 106 -109 
M-1 s-1 [4]. Mineralisation of end products generally 
results in inorganic carbon, water and inorganic ions.
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Figure 2. Oxidation reactions of compounds during ozonation in 
water.
Figura 2. Reacciones de oxidación de compuestos durante la 
ozonización en agua.

The spontaneous decomposition of ozone in 
aqueous solution occurs through a series of steps. 
Since the first model proposed by Weiss in 1935 
[5], numerous studies have been developed to 
clarify the mechanism of decomposition of ozone 
in water. Presently, the mechanism proposed by 
Staehelin and Hoigné [6] is generally accepted for 
the decomposition of dissolved ozone, but alternative 
reaction steps have been proposed by other authors. 
A review of the proposed mechanisms is presented in 
[2]. Briefly, the mechanism for the decomposition of 
dissolved ozone is described below [7]:

Initiation: O3 + H2O → 2HO• + O2 (1)

O3 + HO- → O•
2
-
 + HO•

2 (2)

Propagation: O3 + HO• → O2 + HO•
2 (3)

O3 + HO•
2 → 2O2 + HO• (4)

Termination: 2HO•
2 → O2 + H2O2 (5)

The initiation steps of the ozone decomposition chain 
mechanism consist in reaction of ozone with water 
(reaction 1) and hydroxide ions (reaction 2) originating 
hydroxyl radicals. Nevertheless, the initiation of ozone 
decomposition in aqueous solution can be artificially 
accelerated by increasing the pH or by the addition of 
UV radiation, hydrogen peroxide, reduced metal ions 
or heterogeneous catalysts, leading to an Advanced 
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Oxidation Process (AOP) [8]. The contribution of 
these two steps for ozone decomposition depends 
strongly on the pH of the solution and on the nature 
of the substances present in water. Normally, under 
acidic conditions (pH < 4) the direct pathway rules, 
whereas for pH > 10 mainly the radical pathway is 
present. Under neutral conditions, both pathways 
can be important [9]. 

The ozone decomposition chain can be terminated 
when hydroxyl radicals react with inhibitors, which 
are compounds capable of consuming HO• radicals 
without regenerating the superoxide radical. The more 
common inhibitors include tertiary alcohols (e.g. tert-
butanol), and carbonate and bicarbonate ions. These 
are also called hydroxyl radical scavengers, because 
their presence limits or inhibits the action of these 
radicals on the target compounds. Tert-butanol is a 
well-known radical scavenger, as it reacts with HO• at 
a rate constant of 5 x 108 M-1 s-1 [10], which is in the 
range of the rate constants of reactions between HO• 
and organic compounds.

2. Catalytic ozonation for the degradation of 
organic compounds
Catalytic ozonation is an AOP for contaminants removal 
from drinking water and wastewater. Presently, the 
application of catalytic ozonation is mainly limited to 
laboratory use. However, due to successful results, 
further investigation is to be carried out. The target 
pollutants are organic compounds refractory to 
biological treatments, such as pesticides, endocrine 
disrupting compounds (EDCs), pharmaceuticals, 
and personal care products (PPCPs) and textile 
dyes. The main weakness of non-catalytic ozonation 
is related to by-products formation and their future 
damage in the environment. In contrast, in catalytic 
ozonation, the problem of toxic by-products formation 
can be solved by the development of active catalysts 
capable to promote their mineralisation.

In water treatment, the high reactivity of ozone and 
the active surfaces of some materials can be used 
to increase the ozonation efficiency. In this way, 
several research groups have been focussed on the 
combined application of ozone and solid catalysts, 
and consequently numerous papers have been 
published since the mid 1990s. The most common 
catalysts proposed for the process of heterogeneous 
catalytic ozonation are metal oxides such as MnO2, 
TiO2, Al2O3, ZnO and supported metal oxides (TiO2/
Al2O3, Fe2O3/Al2O3, Co3O4/Al2O3, MnO2/TiO2) [11]. 
Transition and noble metals supported on several 
oxides (Cu-Al2O3, Cu-TiO2, Ru-CeO2, Co-Al2O3) have 
also been investigated [11, 12]. Activated carbon by 
itself [13-15], carbon xerogels [16], carbon nanotubes 
[17], metal oxides supported on activated carbon 
[18], metal-doped carbon aerogels [19] and platinum 
supported on carbon nanotubes [20] have also been 
tested in the ozonation of organic compounds. 

The activity of such materials is frequently associated 
with their ability to catalytically decompose ozone 
leading to the formation of HO• radicals. The efficiency 
of the catalytic ozonation process depends, to a great 
extent, on the catalyst and its surface properties, as 
well as on the pH of the solution, which influences 
the properties of surface active sites and ozone 
decomposition reactions in the aqueous phase. The 
huge diversity of solid catalyst types, the variety of 

the surface properties, and the interactions between 
catalyst, ozone and organic molecules, make difficult 
the generalisation of the mechanisms involved. In 
the following sections a more detailed discussion 
on the ozonation catalysed by carbon materials is 
presented.

3. Carbon as catalyst for ozonation
3.1 Catalytic decomposition of ozone in water
Concerning wastewater treatment, the instability of 
ozone molecule is an advantage, as the formation of 
HO• radicals transforms ozonation into an advanced 
oxidation process [2], enhancing its efficiency for the 
degradation of organic pollutants. 

Carbon materials by themselves were found to be 
catalysts for the decomposition of O3 in water. The 
pioneer work on this subject was carried out by 
Jans and Hoigné [21].  Suspensions of activated 
carbon or carbon black were found to accelerate the 
depletion of ozone, acting as initiators for the radical 
type chain reaction that proceed in bulk solution, 
leading to the transformation of ozone into secondary 
oxidants, such as HO•. It was suggested that the 
catalytic decomposition of ozone was preceded by 
an adsorption step on the activated carbon surface.

More recently, this subject was revisited by different 
authors [22-24] and the influence of both chemical 
and textural features of the activated carbon was 
evaluated. 

3.1.1. Influence of the textural properties
Concerning the influence of the textural properties 
in the catalytic decomposition of ozone, it has been 
shown that activated carbons with large surface areas 
clearly favour this reaction [22, 23, 25]. Faria et al. [22] 
studied the influence of a series of modified activated 
carbons prepared from the same starting material 
and differing only in their textural properties. Strong 
correlations between the heterogeneous apparent 
rate constant (kHet) and the mesopore surface area 
and the micropore volume were observed (see 
Figure 3). Nevertheless, Alvarez et al. [24] did not 
find any correlation between the textural properties of 
AC and the rate of ozone decomposition, which may 
be explained by the fact that the ACs tested were 
from different origins, possibly masking the textural 
effects.
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Figure 3. Variation of kHet with selected textural properties of 
activated carbons. ACN2 is the original AC and ACgxh, where x 
is the duration (hours) of gasification at 900 ºC under CO2, are the 
treated samples. Reprinted with permission from[22]. Copyright 
(2006) American Chemical Society.
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Figura 3. Variación de kHet con las propiedades texturales 
indicadas de los carbones activados. ACN2 es el AC original y 
ACgxh, dónde x indica la duración (horas) de gasificación a 900 
ºC con CO2, son las muestras tratadas. Reproducido con permiso 
de [22]. Copyright (2006) American Chemical Society.

3.1.2. Influence of the surface chemistry
It is already established that ozone decomposition is 
controlled by the surface chemical properties of the 
carbon materials, the most efficient ones being those 
with high basicity. Rivera-Utrilla and collaborators 
[15, 23] and Alvarez et al. [24] concluded that O3 
reduction on the AC surface generated OH- ions and 
H2O2, which initiate the O3 decomposition into highly 
oxidative species [26]. The delocalised p electron 
system (reaction 6) and the oxygenated basic surface 
groups, such as chromene and pyrone (reaction 7), 
were identified as the catalytic centres, according to 
the following reactions [15]: 

O3+H2O+2e−  O2+2OH− (6)

(7)

The same authors [23, 27] tested nitrogen-containing 
AC and concluded that pyrrolic groups were the 
nitrogenated active centres for O3 decomposition. 
The attack of pyrrolic groups by ozone yields N-oxide-
type groups and the hyperoxide radical (reaction 8), 
which enhances de rate of ozone transformations 
into hydroxyl radicals [6].

(8)

Faria et al. [22] studied the effect of pH on the 
catalytic decomposition of ozone and proposed 
that the electrostatic interactions between activated 
carbon surface and the solutes involved in the 
mechanism (including OH- ions) may also play 
a role. When the pHpzc of the activated carbon is 
higher than the pH of the solution, the surface of the 
material becomes positively charged, enhancing the 
attraction of hydroxide ions and the heterogeneous 
decomposition of ozone.

Successive ozone decomposition runs carried out 
with the same AC sample showed that the surface 
chemistry is mainly important in the first cycles of 
reaction, its effect decreasing thereafter due to a 
slightly progressive oxidation of the surface, which 
causes the increase of acidic surface groups, mainly 
carboxylic acids and therefore the loss of basicity [22-
24]. Based on these results, Sánchez-Polo et al. and 
Alvarez et al.  [23, 24] proposed that AC could not 
be a catalyst for ozone decomposition, but rather an 
initiator of the O3/H2O2 system. Nevertheless, Faria 
et al. [22] concluded that basic activated carbons 
tended to behave as acid ACs, which were shown to 
still be active catalysts.

The effect of the surface chemistry of MWCNTs was 
recently discussed in detail in the ozone decomposition 
[28], and a correlation was observed between the 
normalized rate constant for heterogeneous ozone 

decomposition (kd,het/SBET) and pHPZC (see Figure 
4), showing that the trend of the catalytic activity for 
the decomposition of ozone follows the decrease of 
acidity, according to what was observed for activated 
carbons.

Figure 4. Correlation of the normalized rate constants for 
heterogeneous ozone decomposition (kd,het/SBET) with pHPZC. 
Reproduced with permission from [28].
Figura 4. Correlación de las constantes de velocidad normalizadas 
para la descomposición heterogénea de ozono (kd,het/SBET) con el 
pHPZC. Reproducido con permiso de [28].

3.2 Catalytic ozonation of organic pollutants in 
water
Catalytic ozonation may be included in the so-called 
advanced oxidation processes. These processes 
are based on the formation of HO• radicals, which 
are highly reactive towards most organic pollutants. 
Among these processes, the combination of ozone 
and carbon materials in a single step was found to 
be an attractive alternative to the treatment of water 
and wastewater containing organic contaminants. 
The large variety of compounds tested in this 
process includes  small carboxylic acids, such 
as oxalic [29, 30], oxamic [30], pyruvic [31], and 
succinic acids [32], and aromatic compounds such 
as aniline [33], naphthalenesulfonic acid [15, 27, 34, 
35], sulfonated aromatic compounds [36], phenolic 
compounds [37-39] and benzothiazole solutions 
[40]. The simultaneous use of ozone and activated 
carbon has been shown to be a promising method 
for the mineralisation of dye solutions [41-47] and for 
the treatment of textile wastewater [14, 41, 46-50], 
especially when used as a final oxidation treatment 
for biotreated effluents. Recently, the application of 
simultaneous use of ozone and activated carbon to 
remove emerging organic pollutants, such as EDCs 
and PPCPs, has been successfully investigated. 
The mineralization of diclofenac [51], sulphonamide 
antibiotics (including sulfamethoxazole [52, 53]), 
nitroimidazole antibiotics [54, 55] , hormones [56] 
and atrazine [57]) has been reported in the literature.  

The scheme presented in Figure 5 summarizes the 
main possible reaction pathways occurring in the 
ozonation of organic compounds catalysed by carbon 
materials.

The removal of organic pollutants, as well as the 
respective oxidation by-products, via ozonation in the 
presence of carbon materials is a result of a complex 
combination of homogeneous and heterogeneous 
reactions. Both direct and indirect ozone reactions 
occur in the liquid phase. Additionally, reactions 
between adsorbed species and oxygen radicals 
formed on the surface of the activated carbon are 
assumed to occur.
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Regarding the non-catalytic decomposition of ozone 
in aqueous solution, it is established that it is initiated 
by the presence of HO- ions; so pH plays a major role 
in this process.

O3—→ HO• (9)

As shown in the previous section, carbon materials 
accelerates the decomposition of ozone and is 
consensual that both textural and surface chemical 
properties influence that decomposition, but doubts 
on the mechanism still remains. Two possible 
pathways can explain the decomposition of O3 in 
the presence of carbon materials. The first one 
assumes that activated carbon acts as an initiator of 
the decomposition of ozone, eventually through the 
formation of H2O2 [10], yielding free radical species, 
such as HO•, in solution [15]. Another possibility is 
the adsorption and reaction of ozone molecules on 
the surface of the activated carbon, yielding surface 
free radicals (O*) [12], which can react with adsorbed 
organic species (R*) [27]. This results in the formation 
of several intermediates that are further transformed 
into saturated compounds (P), which cannot be 
mineralized by direct ozone attack. Additionally, HO• 
radicals in solution can also contribute to the oxidation 
of the organic compounds. The mineralization of the 
oxidation intermediates into inorganic carbon and 
inorganic ions (e.g. NO3

-, NH4
+, SO4

2-), occurs both in 
the liquid phase through HO• radical attack, or on the 
surface of the activated carbon. 

Even though there is no experimental evidence, it is 
necessary to consider that adsorbed reactants might 
also react with dissolved ozone, or hydroxyl radicals 
from the aqueous phase [28].

It has been shown that the presence of a radical 
scavenger (S) induced different results depending 
on the organic compound studied. The effect of 
the radical scavenger is expected mainly when the 
reactions proceed in the bulk solution. 
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of the main reaction pathways 
occurring during ozonation catalysed by activated carbon (AC). 
Reproduced with permission from [58].
Figura 5. Esquema de las principales rutas de reacción producidas 
durante la ozonización catalizada con carbón activado (AC). 
Reproducido con permiso de [58].

Rivera-Utrilla and collaborators [15, 27, 34, 59, 60] 
proposed the basal plane electrons, the oxygenated 
basic groups (chromene and pyrone) and the pyrrole 
groups (in the case of N-containing samples) as the 
active sites responsible for ozone decomposition 
in aqueous phase, according to equations 6 to 8, 
by initiating the decomposition of O3 into highly 
oxidative species, and increasing the naphthalene-
1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (NTS) (an organic molecule 
representative of several dyes) ozonation rate [15]. 
They showed that the heterogeneous rate constant 
for NTS ozonation ((khetero)demi) was well correlated 

with the basicity of ACs, as can be seen in Figure 6 
[59] . Similar correlation was found by Beltran at al. 
for the ozonation of succinic acid [32]. The advantage 
of the basic surface groups has also been highlighted 
for the catalytic ozonation of aniline [33] and different 
classes of dyes and textile effluents [43]. Recently, 
the same trend has been observed when carbon 
xerogels were used for the ozonation of several 
dyes [16] and when carbon nanotubes with different 
surface chemistries were used in the ozonation of 
oxalic and oxamic acids [28], sulfamethoxazole 
(SMX) [61] and bezafibrate [62].

Another additional advantage of using ozone and 
carbon materials simultaneously is the possibility of 
in-situ regeneration of the carbon material, avoiding 
the costly ex-situ treatment of the exhausted carbon 
material. This fact was observed experimentally in the 
catalytic ozonation of textile effluents [14] and phenol 
[38, 63, 64] in the presence of activated carbon.

Figure 6. Relationship between the heterogeneous rate constant 
(khetero)demi for the ozonation of NTS  and the concentration of basic 
groups in demineralised ACs. Reproduced with permission from 
[59].
Figura 6. Relación entre la constante de velocidad heterogénea 
(khetero)demi para la ozonización de NTS y la concentración de grupos 
básicos de ACs desmineralizados. Reproducido con permiso de 
[59].

3.3. Catalytic ozonation using nanocarbon 
materials on macrostructured catalysts.
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) and nanofibers (CNF) 
constitute a new family of supports offering a good 
compromise between the advantages of activated 
carbon and high surface area graphite [65]. The main 
drawback of activated carbons in liquid media is that 
they are predominantly microporous and the diffusion 
of solutes in this type of pores may be very slow. 
Diffusion limitations in the micropores of activated 
carbons are even more dramatic in aqueous media 
than in organic media due to the hydrophobic nature 
of carbon surface. Hence, solutes in aqueous media 
have hindered access to micropores, unless the 
surface is made hydrophilic by functionalization with 
e.g. oxygenated groups. In contrast, the mesoporous 
nature of nanocarbon materials (NCM) favours 
the diffusion through the pore network. Moreover, 
solutes have good access to mesopores of NCM, 
even if the pore walls are hydrophobic, i.e. without 
functionalization [66]. Indeed, CNTs represent an 
interesting alternative to conventional supports. 
Carbon nanotubes were barely applied as ozonation 
catalysts of organic pollutants. Nevertheless, the few 
studies found on their use in ozonation processes 
have reported multi-walled carbon nanotubes 
(MWCNT) as a very promising material. Actually, a 

HO- 
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commercial sample of MWCNT was successfully 
used in the catalytic ozonation of oxalic acid [17, 67], 
SMX [61], bezafibrate [62] and atrazine [68]. Similarly 
to activated carbon, the mechanism involves a 
combination of bulk and surface reactions.

Most of the mentioned studies use nanocarbon 
catalysts in the powder form, which is a problem 
for their practical application in water treatment. A 
solution to overcome this drawback is to grow these 
nanomaterials onto a macrostructure. In this way, it is 
possible to enhance oxidation in catalytic ozonation 
by facilitating mass transfer across the different 
phases, and the ease of operation associated 
to a macrostructure is seen as a very important 
advantage of this technology. The process eliminates 
the need for filtration of catalyst particles, while 
reducing pressure drop when compared to packed 
bed reactors. 

An example of this type of macrostructure catalyst is 
shown in Figure 7 [69]. It consists of a commercial 
honeycomb cordierite structure, upon which CNFs 
were grown after coating the monolith with an 
alumina wash coat impregnated with nickel, which 
acts as a catalyst for carbon growth. In this particular 
case, CNFs were formed under a gas flow of ethane 
and hydrogen (50:50) at 600 ºC.

The utilization of this type of structured catalysts 
in continuous ozonation experiments has been 
already applied in the removal of oxalic acid as 
well as several emerging organic micropollutants 
(atrazine, bezafibrate, erythromycin, metolachlor and 
nonylphenol) with very promising results [69-71].

Figure 7. Honeycomb monolith covered with CNFs used in the 
catalytic ozonation of emerging organic pollutants. Reproduced 
with permission from [69].
Figura 7. Monolitos de panal de abeja recubiertos con CNFs 
usados en la ozonización catalítica de contaminantes orgánicos 
emergentes. Reproducido con permiso de [69].

4. Conclusions
Intensive research has been carried out on the 
ozonation of several organic pollutants in the 
presence of carbon materials. Two catalytic pathways 
may occur simultaneously: 1) decomposition of O3 
into HO• or other highly active oxygen-containing 
radicals on the surface of the carbon materials, with 
sequent oxidation in the homogeneous phase; and 
2) adsorption of the organic compounds on carbon, 
which then react on the surface with O3 or oxygenated 
radicals. Therefore, the surface chemistry of carbon 
samples plays a key role in the catalytic ozonation 
of organic pollutants. In general, catalytic ozonation 

is favoured by carbons with basic or neutral 
properties. Recently, the use of carbon nanofibers 
and nanotubes supported on macrostructures (like 
monoliths or foams) has been appointed as a very 
promising system, since it overcomes the problem 
of mass transfer resistances usually observed in the 
case of microporous materials.
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